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SUMMARY
A cytopathological approach to diagnosing intrathoracic lymphadenopathy using aspirates obtained by the transbronchial
needle aspiration method
Transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA) is an effective, safe and cost-effective technique that allows for sampling of the mediastinal
lymph node and peribronchial lesions. It is used in bronchogenic carcinoma staging, peribronchial and submucosal lesions, diagnosis
of sarcoidosis and tuberculosis, differentiating submucosal invasion, and in diagnosing mediastinal masses. From our experience at
the University of Abant Izzet Baysal and from a review of the literature, we discuss the adequacy and the differential diagnosis of
aspiration material obtained by TBNA and cytopathological-histopathological evaluation in intrathoracic lymphadenopathies to
increase the success rate of the TBNA method.
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ÖZET
İntratorasik lenfadenopatilerin tanısında transbronşiyal iğne aspirasyonu yöntemi ile elde edilen aspirata sitopatolojik yaklaşım
Transbronşiyal iğne aspirasyonu (TBİA), mediastinel lenf nodu ve peribronşiyal lezyonların örneklemesine imkan veren etkili, güvenli ve ucuz bir yöntemdir. TBİA, bronkojenik karsinom evrelemesinde, peribronşiyal ve submukozal lezyonlarda, sarkoidoz ve tüberkülozun tanısında, tümörün submukozal yayılımının ayırt edilmesinde, mediastinal kitlelerin tanısında kullanılır. Bu derlemede, Abant
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INTRODUCTION
Lymphadenopathy (LAP) occurs after a response of
the lymph node to an exogenous or endogenous
agent. Microorganisms, autoimmune diseases,
immune insufficiencies, foreign bodies and tumors
are all possible reasons for development of
lymphadenopathy (1). Since the mediastinum has a
rich lymph node and lymphatic network, there is
extensive lymph flow to the lymph nodes from
various organs in the mediastinum, neck, and lower
diaphragm. Intrathoracic lymph nodes may be
affected by localized inflammatory disease, primary
lymphatic tumors, and pathologies originating from
the chest wall, breast or a remote organ. Non-invasive
and invasive methods are used to diagnose mediastinal
and hilar lymphadenopathy. Although invasive
procedures such as mediastinoscopy are the gold
standard in determining the etiology of, and staging
the malignancy of, mediastinal lymphadenopathies,
the diagnostic range of transbronchial needle
aspiration (TBNA) is increased by the addition of
methods such as endobronchial ultrasonography
(EBUS).
TBNA is used in bronchogenic carcinoma staging, in
peribronchial and submucosal lesions, peripheral
nodule and masses, endobronchial lesions,
sarcoidosis and tuberculosis, in differentiating sub
mucosal invasion, and in diagnosing mediastinal
masses. EBUS-TBNA, which is an effective method of
extending the bronchoscopist’s field of view beyond
the bronchial lumen, is still not widely used because
expensive equipment is required (2,3). If used by
experienced physicians and with sufficient sampling,
TBNA, which is an effective, safe and cheap
bronchoscopy technique, may reduce the need for
invasive procedures in the diagnosis of mediastinal or
hilar lymphadenopathy, and the staging of lung
cancer (4-6).
In this review, the adequacy, cytopathologicalhistopathological evaluation, and differential
diagnosis of the aspiration material obtained by
TBNA in intrathoracic lymphadenopathies are
evaluated to increase the success rate of the TBNA
method.
TRANSBRONCHIAL NEEDLE ASPIRATION (TBNA)
Transbronchial needle aspiration is a technique for
performing cytological, histological or microbiological
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sampling of lesions within mediastinal pathologies
adjacent to the tracheobronchial tree, trachea or
airway wall, and lung parenchyma (7). Today, TBNA
can be performed with conventional BT (from where
the external compression been detected or according
to Wang’s map), electromagnetic guidance, and with
ultrasound guidance (radial probe or convex robe).
Factors Affecting the Success of TBNA
Presence of lymph node in BT: Sensitivity is higher in
patients with lymph node enlargement in BT (lymph
node larger than 1 cm).
Needle type: The histology needles introduced by
Wang et al. for diagnosing cancer have increased
sensitivity. In comparison studies, 19-, 21-, and 22gauge needles were evaluated; a 19-gauge histology
needle was found to have a significantly higher
success rate (8).
Lymph node localization: Lymph node localization
affects the positivity of TBNA results. When similar
studies in the literature were reviewed, it was found
that the sensitivity of TBNA was higher in left-sided
compared to right-sided tumors, and in right
paratracheal and subcranial lymph node aspirates
compared to left paratracheal aspirates (9).
Size of lymph node: Tumor-positive aspirates have
been shown to increase linearly with a lymph node
size from 1 cm to 2-2.5 cm (9).
Number of aspirations from lymph node station:
Studies recommend at least four aspiration samplings
from each lymph node station to obtain sufficient
material, and state that seven samplings would
increase the ratio of diagnosis (10).
Rapid onsite cytopathology presence: This procedure,
which is known as rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE),
increases the ratio of diagnosis for TBNA as it allows
on-site evaluation by a pathologist (11).
User experience: Studies indicate that performing
nearly 50 procedures is sufficient for diagnostic
efficiency (12).
Ultrasound-guided TBNA: In a study in which 200
patients were randomized to an EBUS-guided and a
conventional TBNA, EBUS-guidance significantly
increased the yield of TBNA (from 58% to 84%) in all
stations, with the exception of the subcarinal region
(from 74% to 86%) (13).
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OBTAINING ADEQUATE-QUALITY
AND SUFFICIENT MATERIAL IN TBNA
Obtaining adequate quality and a sufficient quantity
of material with the TBNA method depends on the
communication between the clinician and the
pathologist (5). ROSE is used to examine the adequacy
of the aspirates macroscopically and microscopically
by a pathologist. This method helps to preventing
adequate sampling. The experience of the clinician
and evaluation by the pathologist on site increase the
diagnostic value of the method (5).
The histological tissue obtained by these method is
fixed in a mixture of 50% formaldehyde and 50%
ethyl alcohol to form a cell block. The fixation method
for the sampled cytological material obtained using a
fine needle should be specified by the pathologist. If
the pathologist prefers to evaluate the aspirate by
Papanicolaou staining, a thin layer of the material
should be spread on a glass slide and immediately
immersed in 95% ethyl alcohol or fixed with spray
fixatives. If the material does not come into contact
with the fixative within 10 seconds, artifacts due to
drying may occur, which could lead to an insufficient
and suspicious diagnosis. If May-Grünwald-Giemsa
staining is used in cytological evaluation, the glass
slides should be dried rapidly (14).
Adequacy Criteria
The criteria related to the adequacy of the aspiration
material in TBNA are unclear and vary considerably
among observers. The number of lymphocytes is of
great importance in detecting the adequacy of the
obtained material. Adequate material is defined as the
presence of 40 benign lymphocytes in a high-powered
field in the areas with the greatest cellularity (Figure 1)
(5). Some authors have reported that at least 30% of the
cells should be lymphocytes to have adequate material
(15). If granulomatous structures or malignant cells are
present, the material obtained is considered to be
adequate even if there are few lymphocytes. Similarly,
the presence of macrophages containing a large
number of anthracotic pigments, together with
abundant lymphocytes and pigmented macrophages,
indicates that the material is adequate (16).
A polymorphous lymphoid population with tingible
body macrophages is possibly indicative of an aspirate
from a reactive lymph node (5). The presence of only
endobronchial material (ciliated pseudostratified
prismatic epithelium, mucus) without any lymphocytes

Figure 1. The cell block preparation having adequate number of
lymphocytes (H/E, x40).

in the aspirate spread over a glass slide shows that the
material is not adequate. Such aspirates should not be
regarded as “benign” (17). Sometimes, changes in
contaminated endobronchial cells such as metaplasia
or dysplasia may be misinterpreted and cause false
positive results (5). If the aspirate contains numerous
malignant cells without any lymphocytes, one should
consider the possibility that the material may have
been taken from the primary tumor (5).
CYTOPATHOLOGICAL-HISTOPATHOLOGICAL
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INTRATHORACIC
LYMPHADENOPATHIES WITH TBIA
Factors Causing Granulomatous Inflammation
Tuberculosis: Because tuberculosis is a common
disease in our country, differentiation of tuberculosis is
essential in TBNA. Granulomas are recognized by the
loosely cohesive nature of epithelioid histiocytes in the
presence of lymphocytes (5). Granulomas may be
formed by 10 to over 100 histiocytes with beanshaped, spindled, twisted or boomerang-shaped
nuclei, and abundant pale-staining cytoplasm with
ill-defined borders (18). Granulomas can often be
misdiagnosed as sarcoidosis. Tuberculosis causes
chronic granulomatous inflammation with caseification
necrosis. On the other hand, granulomas in sarcoidosis
are not necroptic. However, granulomas in tuberculosis
are not always present with necrosis, and thus the
pathological diagnosis of the presence of granulomas
without necrosis in the aspirate should be “chronic
granulomatous inflammation without necrosis”, and it
should be a noted that “The patient is recommended
to be clinically and microbiologically evaluated for
granulomatous diseases”. Before definitive diagnosis,
Tuberk Toraks 2015;64(1):53-59
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clinical and microbiological findings should be
studied, and microbiological culture and acid-fast
bacillus staining should be performed on the aspiration
material obtained by TBNA (19). Similarly, despite
having a low diagnostic value, Ziehl-Neelsen staining
should be performed on the cell block for acid-fast
bacilli. If needed, a PCR method can also be employed
(20). In a study conducted by Cetinkaya et al. on
intrathoracic lymphadenopathy patients to evaluate
the TBNA method, it was concluded that TBNA was a
valuable tool in the diagnosis of tuberculosis and
sarcoidosis and should be considered before other
invasive methods (21).
Sarcoidosis: Sarcoidosis is a disease of unknown
etiology that is characterized by non-necrotic
granulomas. It is observed mostly in parenchymal
infiltration and hilar lymphadenopathies (22,23).
There may be systemic involvement that includes
organs such as the eyes and skin, and the disease
may even lead to cardiac and neurological function
loss in some patients (20,24). Along with the clinical
and radiological findings, sarcoidosis is diagnosed
when noncaseating granulomas are present or the
cytological materials contain epithelioid histiocytes
without necrosis (20). However, factors causing other
granulomatous diseases-such as tuberculosis and
fungal infections-should be excluded by clinical and
microbiological evaluation (20,23). As the ratio of
hilar and mediastinal involvement is > 85%,
granulomas are usually detected by bronchoscopic
methods (25). In fine-needle aspiration material,
sarcoidosis granulomas are typically tightly packed,
and they may present as numerous histiocytic
aggregates without necrosis (Figure 2) (5).

Figure 2. Presence of granulomas without necrosis in the cell
block obtained from the aspirate material taken with initial
diagnose of sarcoidosis (H/E, x100).
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Fungal infection: Fungal infections may present as
granulomatous Inflammation in TBNA. In particular,
granulomatous inflammation from a blastomycosis
origin presents as a suppurative granuloma containing
neutrophils in cytopathologic and/or histopathologic
evaluation (26). There may be varying amounts of
necrosis accompanied by neutrophils or pyknotic
ghost cells in the granular layer. Walls of the fungal
organism can be visualized most effectively using a
microscope at low condendation. If the ROSE method
reveals a granuloma, culture should be performed to
test for fungal or mycobacterial infection. If a fungal
organism is suspected in the cell-block material, use
of specific stains-such as PAS, GMS and musicarmenfacilitates diagnosis and type classification (5).
Malignant epithelial tumors: Sarcoidosis-like
granulomas may be present in lymph nodes that are
draining malignant cells. Methods employed for
staging in non-small-cell lung carcinomas revealed
that 4% of mediastinal lymph nodes contained sarcoidlike granulomas (27). Moreover in the presence of a
metastatic keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma, a
foreign body type granulomatous reaction can be
observed in the lymph node, and granulomas may
accompany other malignancies (28). By taking into
account the fact that granulomas can accompany
various malignancies, cytopathologists should not
immediately interpret the presence of granuloma in
TBNA aspirate as a benign cytology (sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis) but perform additional imaging methods
to exclude malignancy (5).
Situations or Cells in the Aspiration Material That
May Lead to False-Positive Results for Malignancy
Occasionally, the aspirate may contain a large
number of contaminating endobronchial cells or
bronchial material (cartilage). These cells should be
carefully evaluated in terms of criteria for atypical
cells. Reactive or dysplastic changes in endobronchial
cells should not be immediately interpreted as a
malignancy since doing so may give a false-positive
result. In particular, benign mesothelial cells may be
present in the aspiration material of patients with
pleural effusion. Differentiation should be performed
with great care due to atypical glandular cells that
can be observed in patients receiving chemotherapyradiotherapy, or in squamous metaplasia, which is a
frequent condition in endobronchial cells that can
occur as a side effect of cigarette smoke (5). Rarely,
benign mesothelial cells can be observed; this is
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particularly common in aspirates taken from patients
with pleural effusion. Mesothelial cells, presenting
intracellular “windows”, have a wide cytoplasm, low
nucleus to cytoplasm ratio, a bland nucleus, and a
scalloped border. Generally, they are in the form of a
single cell or small aggregates in the aspirate material.
If a cell block is obtained, it is easier to differentiate
these cells from other malignant cells by an
immunohistochemical method (29).
Primary Lung Tumors
Small-cell lung carcinoma: The first step when an
aspirate material has been judged to be definitely
malignant is to differentiate metastasis and primary
cancer, and determine whether it is a small-cell or
non-small-cell carcinoma (NSCC) when the tumor
originates in the lung. In small-cell lung carcinomas,
the aspiration material is usually cellular, contains
varying amounts of necrosis, and composes of single
or loosely attached cells that have high nucleus
cytoplasm ratio, round to oval hyperchromatic
nucleus, scant cytoplasm and inconspicuous nucleoli.
Molding and crush artifacts in tumor cells are the
prominent features. It can be difficult to differentiate
squamous cell carcinomas from other variants,
especially from basal squamous cell carcinomas and
other non-small-cell lung carcinomas. In such cases,
immunohistochemical staining of the cell block is
helpful. Small-cell carcinomas are positive for at least
two neuroendocrine markers (chromogranin,
synaptophysin, CD56, neuron specific enolase) and
weakly positive for thyroid transcription factor 1
(TTF-1). On the contrary, in squamous cell
carcinomas, tumor cells are positive for p40, p63 and
high-molecular-weight cytokeratin (for example CK
5/6) (30,31).
Non-small-cell lung carcinoma: Squamous cell
carcinomas, adenocarcinomas, and large-cell
carcinomas are known as non-small-cell carcinomas
(NSCC). Cytoplasmic keratinization, desmosomes,
hyperchromatic nuclei with unclear nuclear details,
and the presence of many unclear nucleoli are the
typical features of squamous cell carcinomas.
Glandular differentiation, cytoplasmic vacuoles,
vesicular nuclei, and marked nucleoli are the classical
features of adenocarcinomas (Figure 3a, Figure 3b).
However, diagnosis of poorly differentiated NSCC
tumors may be difficult. Although adenocarcinomas
have a poor prognosis, they respond well to targetoriented treatment (EGFR). In squamous cell

carcinomas treated with bevacizumab, an endothelial
growth factor inhibitor, differentiation should be made
between
squamous
cell
carcinomas
and
adenocarcinomas, as there is a possibility of fatal
pulmonary hemorrhage (32). Mucin stationing of the
cell block (mucicarmine, diastase PAS) is rarely positive
for adenocarcinomas. If mucin staining is negative,
immunohistochemical application of CK5/6, CK7, p40,
p63, Napsin A and TTF-1 can facilitate differentiation.
Adenocarcinomas are usually positive for TTF-1,
Napsin A and CK7 while squamous cell carcinomas
are positive for p40, p63 and high-molecular-weight
cytokeratin (Figure 3c, Figure 3d) (5,31). However, not
all adenocarcinomas are positively stained with TTF-1.
Only 60-70% of high-grade adenocarcinomas show
positive staining for TTF-1. Moreover, some
extrapulmonary adenocarcinomas (endometrial,
ovarian, and colorectal) can occasionally show positive
staining with TTF-1 (33). There may be extensive
expression of p40 and p63 in all squamous cell
carcinomas, including basaloid variants, irrespective of
the grade. If there is no expression of TTF-1 or p40
mucin is negative, and keratinization is unclear, such
tumors should be reported as NSCC-NOS (5).
Metastatic Tumor
If there is no extrathoracic malignancy history known
to the clinician, differentiation of primary and
metastatic tumors can be difficult. Renal cell
carcinoma is not a frequently encountered tumor. If
the patient has a history of extrathoracic tumor, an
immunohistochemical panel (prostate specific
antigen, trioglobulin, HepPar l and similar) for CK7
and CK20 is recommended to differentiate primary
tumor and metastasis (33).
Lymphoma
Sometimes, atypia of lymphocytes may go unnoticed
while searching for granulomas in the aspirate. Smalllarge lymphocytes, lymphohistiocytic aggregates, and
tingible-body macrophages generally represent a
reactive lymph node. However, a lymphoma should
be suspected in the presence of a small or large
monotonous population, or atypically large lymphoid
cells. In the ROSE method, it is important to obtain a
sample adequate for performance of flow cytometry
for immune phenotyping if atypical large lymphoid
cells are remarkable or the patient has a history of
lymphoma. However, if flow cytometry cannot be
performed, the type of lymphoma can be determined
by immunohistochemical staining of the cell block
(34). In preparations that do not allow for optimal
Tuberk Toraks 2015;64(1):53-59
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Figure 3. (A) Atypical epithelial cells with high nucleus cytoplasm ratio, irregular nuclear contours and acinar structure in the
aspirate material obtained for suspicion of malignancy (My Grumwald Giemsa, x400). (B) View of same atypical cells in the cell
block (H/E, x400). (C) Adenocarcinoma cells stained positive with TTF-1 in the cell block material (x400). (D) Adenocarcinoma cells
stained positive with cytokeratin 7 in the cell block material (x400).

evaluation, differential diagnosis should be carefully
made by taking into account tumors mimicking a
lymphoma, such as carcinoid tumors and small-cell
carcinomas, and attention should be paid to
differentiating between atypical lymphocytes observed
in lymphomas and atypical epithelial cells observed in
carcinomas (35,36).
In conclusion, TBNA, used in diagnosing and staging
of lung carcinomas, is a minimally invasive method
that facilitates collection of cytology samples, and is
recommended for use in patients suspected to have
mediastinal and hilar lymph involvement. Obtaining
adequate aspiration material and evaluation of these
samples by an experienced pathologist increases the
percentage of correct diagnoses. Close cooperation
between the clinician and the pathologist is important
to increase the rate of correct diagnosis when using
TBNA.
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